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Goods and Services

Read the short passage on goods and services, and answer the

questions that follow. 

Goods are physical objects that can be bought. They are products that are used or

consumed. Goods are tangible, meaning they can be seen, touched, or even held,

depending on their size.

 

If you wanted to surprise your mom on her birthday, you’d probably buy a cake at

the bakery and a present at the mall. Or if a new school year was coming up, you’d

make a trip to the store and buy a backpack. All these objects that you pay for and

carry home with you are goods. 

 

A service, on the other hand, is something that people do for others. Some services

are done in exchange for money, while some are done for free. A service is

intangible, meaning it cannot be touched or held.

 

Imagine you had an event to get ready for. You’d probably head to the salon and get

a smart haircut. Or maybe you’ve been wanting to learn how to dance. You’d go to a

dance school and register for some lessons. The dance lessons and the haircut are

both examples of services.
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Goods and Services

Write G if the following are examples of goods and S if they are examples of

services.

1)

a) a doctor’s treatment 

b) a car 

c) a facial 

d) clothes

A service is an activity that is .2)

a) tangible

b) intangible

c) always free

d) never free

Which of the following are goods? Check your answers. 3)

a) a bus ride

b) a pack of chips

c) a can of juice

d) a haircut

Does a teacher provide a service or sell goods? 4)

Does a street food vendor sell goods or o!er services?5)
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